


HUMANS OF BFS
MS. eLLEN FOX



Ms. Ellen Fox
“The high school volunteer club has been in BFS for 4 years. This is my first year being the teacher 
advisor for this club with our co-leaders Jihong Lee and Jeehyun Park. Some of the cool things that 
we have done this year are providing food for homeless, helping with clean-up after the hurricane, 
and raising money to help BAPS (Busan Abandoned Pets Sanctuary). An interesting thing that 
happened over the winter break was that Luke Skywalker [Mark Hamil], from the Star Wars movies, 
actually saw a video and liked it from the BAPS page. Then he got connected to BAPS and adopted 
a dog based on seeing BAPS working in the community with groups like us. It was really powerful 
that we can make connection not only in Busan, but we also can make global connection. Also, we 
are taking worthy causes like pets, like the disabled, the elderly, the poor, and our BFS community; 
and we are making it a better place for everybody. I am super proud of the kids for doing that.” 

By Annika Cho



HUMANS OF BFS
Mr. Alam Virgen



Mr. Alam Virgen
It all started when I was in college, I went to a mission trip in Thailand. That was my first exposure 
over the seas and to a culture completely different from my own. I grew up in Mexico, I lived 
in America, but for the most part, they are the same. So, in college was the first when I was 
exposed to other people, other cultures, and other religions. That first opened up my eyes of one 
day living overseas, but that was just kind of like a dream that I thought would never happen. Then I 
graduated college, started teaching, and got married. I don't know, I loved my teaching job in 
Arizona. I love going there like as much as I love my job here. Then my wife started working 
too. We had an awesome community of friends in Phoenix with our church and family. Not to 
sound arrogant, but life was easy. I loved my job, everything went well, but it got to a point where I 
got too comfortable. I was missing the feeling of being uncomfortable, because in my opinion 
you grow when you feel uncomfortable and you experience challenges. So, I talked to my wife 
and we decided that it will be good for our marriage, because that way we could hold on to each 
other during hard times. That is why we decided to step out of our  “comfort zone”, and leave 
a place that we like so much.            By Alex Tian



HUMANS OF BFS
ARINA HONY



Arina Hony
“What I like about One Direction is that they are always there when I have noone beside me. 
I know that they care even though they don’t know me. When I feel down, I just listen to them 
and all their lyrics, their interviews, and jokes, it just helps me realize that I matter. I like how 
they make you feel wanted. I also like how there are a lot of friends beside me and seems I 
have a fan account dedicated to them, I started to hang out at online with other people who 
have similar interests with me and it's fun to talk to them. I think I started to express myself, I 
started wearing weird cloth like stripy pants, and bright colors. I didn’t want to be same with 
everyone else. One Direction inspired me to start writing stories, reading and drawing.”

By Jian Hong



HUMANS OF BFS
lea HAN



Lea Han
“I started to like drawing manga since I was 9th grade. Currently, I am working on a 
manga called “My Little BFS.” The background of it is our school, and the story is 
going to be about all the small daily events that are happening at our school. Of 
course, some parts of the story is going to be fictional. I started to draw “My Little 
BFS” because I thought will be fun to make a story about our school community and 
show the students how their daily lives can turn into fascinating stories. By the way, 
many people ask me for drawing tips; however, I don’t really have good tips. I think it 
is all about practice. In conclusion, I love drawing, and it is part of my life.”

By Annika Cho



HUMANS OF BFS
wON kIM



Won Kim
“Boxing is not just sport, for me it’s part of my identity without which I cannot imagine myself”. 
I go to gym everyday and exercise a lot. Everyday I work hard to break my own limitations, and 
try learn new exercises to strengthen my physical health. Now, my next goal in the gym is to 
be able to go out to the boxing tournaments. Tournaments, personally, are not just a place 
where I go to compete. I’d in the tournaments the most important thing is not winning, but it’s 
enjoyment coming from you actually participating and trying your best. I guess it all happened 
few years ago. I was doing taekwondo for about seven years, and I realized that it was getting 
a bit redundant I say. I realized that something had to happen, and one day I accidentally saw 
MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) show, and I got so into it, so I decided to actually try it out. When I 
first came to kickboxing I was a really shy, and it was really hard. However, over time I found 
out that I began to change, and made a lot of new friends. I guess it comes naturally 
(eventually), but over time, I became more confident, and started to actually love boxing. 

By Ilya Kim



HUMANS OF BFS
JANE PARK



Jane Park
When I was very little, my family and I went to their family house and we had some treats and 
rice cake there. My mom gave me a dollar bill and I had to choose between the violin or the 
money. I put my dollar bill on the violin. My mom knew that I really loved music, so she took 
me to a music store once. I pointed out a violin immediately. Ever since that time, I have 
played the violin. I am planning to continue doing it and become a violinist.

By Arina Khan



HUMANS OF BFS
Chiyeon lee



Chiyeon Lee
“I don’t understand why parents think playing games is so bad. Playing games with friends 
are the best way to relieve stress from school. I know that playing games too much is bad, 
but just taking one or two hours off from studying can help students like me to relax a bit 
and then focus back to school work. Playing video games is not just another source of 
entertainment, it is more than that. I have made more friends by playing games with them. 
I go outside on weekends to meet with my friends and to play games with them. I hope 
parents (start) to endorse gaming more so their children won’t burn out from studying.”

By David Lee



HUMANS OF BFS
JAMESON MACFARLANE



Jameson Macfarlane
“My name is Jameson and I’m 4. I was born in Canada and my birthday is in November. 
Ms. Dysart is my teacher and she’s fun and nice. My favorite color is grey. I like playing 
outside with my friends. Birthday cake is my favorite food because it’s fun to 
celebrate. I want to be an astronaut in the future that travels through space.”

By Phoebe Lien



HUMANS OF BFS
danil galkin



Danil Galkin
I came to BFS when I was in early elementary. In about third grade, I think and since then BFS has 
changed a lot. At first it was sort of hard, to adapt to new environment, and learn English well, but 
overtime it just came naturally.  It was a bit weird having all teachers and students speaking English, 
but I have to admit that it was fun learning about other people’s cultures and get to know people 
who are not Russians. Russian schools are more like teacher standing and giving notes to students, 
with little teamwork, but at BFS it was unusual and fun to be able to work on variety of fun projects 
with my classmates.  BFS is like my second home, here at BFS I feel included and can participate in 
many activities and clubs. I personally love sports, I have participated in MS Futsal and MS Basketball. 
I liked both of them, and I  am really looking forward to winning upcoming tournament at HIS. I 
spend a lot of time practicing at the gym, during lunch and after school. Overall, I feel like our BFS 
MS Basketball team is really good and thanks to our coaches we improved a lot.  GO SHARKS!!!

By Ilya Kim



HUMANS OF BFS
VLAD SIN



Vlad Sin
I love singing. I started singing when I was 12 and I can’t stop. All my life 
related with music and musical instruments like guitar etc… I wish I get 
better when I grow up and become famous like John Lennon. I love Korea. 
K-pop music is a very good genre that I listen when I get home. Sometimes
I even try to sing the Korean songs but the language barrier does not let me.

By Vitaly Son



HUMANS OF BFS
RAN WANG



Ran Wang
I feel that school is a place where your learning experience gets enriched. It is also a place where 
one gets to learn from others with different backgrounds and make friends.

By Liheng Wang  
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Lucy Kim



Lucy Kim
“I started to play flute when I was in 5th grade. My mom wanted me to start learning an instrument, 
so I decided to start learning flute. I really enjoy playing flute because it's fun to make new sounds 
and try different types of musics. I usually play my flute during orchestra, and I practice by myself 
when I have time. (My) best tips for beginning flute players are to relax and breath softly.”

By Annika Cho
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Ms. LAUREL wiehe



Ms. Laurel Wiehe
I watch a lot of movies and TV not only for entertainment but it's a part of my wider social justice 
work. I am interested in movies that represent people’s different life experiences because I think 
that with reading books and stories helps you to better understand people and get their 
perspective on things. Some of my favorite movies are Harry Potter and Star Wars. I believe those 
types of movies aren't escaped from realities but also tell us something about everyday life. For 
example, Voldemort is the most savage villain in Harry Potter and the storyline answers 
everything that had happened and gives the idea of what happens when you marginalize 
different groups of people which I think is important and relevant.

By Jian Hong



HUMANS OF BFS
anna Kim



Anna Kim
"Tutoring younger students benefits me because I get a chance to relearn whatever the 
student is studying. One of my favorite parts of this is that I get to help others and get to know 
the students closer."

By Cloe Lee



HUMANS OF BFS
ZENITH SHRESTRA



Zenith Shrestha
What made you come to Korea?: 
"I came to BFS in 7th grade because I was looking for an international school to attend in Busan. 
BFS seemed like the perfect place because it was something completely different to my school 
back in Nepal; and yet the tightly-knitted community made me feel welcome and at-home”.

What do you miss about your hometown?:
“Coming from a completely different part of the world, I miss many things from my hometown 
in Kathmandu. Most of all, I miss my family, friends, and the food".

By Alex Tian



HUMANS OF BFS
RICKY AHN



Ricky Ahn
“I love the small community atmosphere we have here at BFS. I've managed to take on many 
leadership roles, and I think that fostered my ability to comfortably interact with and lead people 
within groups I want to be positive around everyone in school. All of it was great, but I especially 
love the in-class interactions we have with the teachers. It's great to be able to be comfortable 
with the teachers and occasionally joke around with them.”

By Tony Ha



HUMANS OF BFS
CLAIRE JUNG



Claire Jung
"The reason why my learning fair project is important is because I put all of my effort into the 
project. I researched everything that I could do; I even researched about sound, sound waves, and 
how they work. I also searched on Youtube how to make string instruments using objects that you 
can find anywhere such as rubber bands and water bottles. I love my project because the whole 
project is designed and created by me. I am really proud of myself for accomplishing this whole 
project without any major help from others. By the way, my mom cut the plastic bottle because 
it was too dangerous. Other than that, everything was made by me. I promise."

By Anika Cho



HUMANS OF BFS
BINI LEE



Bini Lee
"Debating has shaped a significant part of my identity by allowing me to listen to others' 
opinions and become a more open-minded and reasonable thinker. Exchanging different 
opinions and beliefs and being able to accept them is what makes a good speaker. Having 
encountered different styles of debating—whether it be impromptu debating, mock trial, or 
parliamentary debating—I believe that there were more instances where I learned from my 
opponents than from myself. Debating has influenced me to think logically and be more 
attentive to others’ ideas, and this captivating (but often strenuous) activity has given me a 
joyful hobby that I would love to continue throughout my potential career as a lawyer."

By Jian Hong



HUMANS OF BFS
cLAIRE BAE



Claire Bae
"A friend of mine was really into anime at the time so I got interested and started watching what 
she was watching. My first anime, Mirai Nikki (translated it means "Future Diary"), was a really 
good one, so I just kept watching from then on. Generally I watch anime because of their 
storylines. Almost like books, good animes have unique storylines, so it's always interesting to see 
what the characters go through and what kind of world they live in. Some of my favourites that 
I would suggest to watch are Attack on Titan, Death Note, Assassination Class, One Punch man, 
and Haikyuu" 

By Arina Khan



HUMANS OF BFS
DIANA SON



Diana Son
Diana Son tells her story: 

I am Diana Son and my purpose to coming to Korea was that I wanted to study in the more 
challenging school compared to the Russian school. I chose to stay in Korea because I liked it, and 
the community, and the environment plus the circumstances allowed me to do so... so why not. 
Korea gives me a opportunity to move to the bright future. Even if I will move to another country
in the future, Korea was a good start.

Let me tell you about my hobbies in music: I can play guitar, and I played any genre of music. 
Also, I can play a little bit of piano and saxophone.

Diana Son is a 2017 BFS graduate.



HUMANS OF BFS
DANIEL LEE



Daniel Lee
It felt good when I got accepted into my favorite university that I worked my whole high school 
years in order to get into it. It serves as a reward for the hours that I spent studying so I was very 
ecstatic when I received the news that I was accepted.



HUMANS OF BFS
EDUARD LI



Eduard Li
I came to BFS a long time ago. I have been at BFS for about 5 years, and I finished elementary school at 
BFS. I think BFS changed quite a lot in the last 5 years, like now we have a new building with a gymnasium. 

My favorite activity is playing basketball with my friends. I try go there every recess and shoot some 
baskets. The Middle School is really different from the Elementary School, because in the Elementary 
school we used to have a teacher, who would teach many classes to you. However, in the Middle School, 
we have to go around the building to find our class, and we have different teachers for each subject. That 
was kinda weird at first, but I got used to it. 

My favorite class is the Urban Agriculture with Ms. Branch. It is really fun to actually try growing 
something by yourself, and see how plants change as they grow. I think it taught me how to be more 
responsible in a way, because I have to make sure that my plant doesn’t die or anything. Overall, I really 
like my classmates in that class, it is really fun working together with them and learning new things at the 
same time. 

If I were to sum up everything in just one sentence I would probably say, I LOVE Middle School!



HUMANS OF BFS
ESTHER YANG



Esther Yang 
Life can be stressful sometimes and the responsibilities you have can be overwhelming. I always think 
that an escape from reality is important at times, and for me, my exit is watching movies and tv shows. 
Watching people living as someone else going through things I possibly wouldn’t, makes me amazed. 
Movies give me a break and during the time of the movie, I feel like I am in a different world. Movies 
help me release stress. Crying or laughing makes me let out the emotions I have inside. Crying from 
movies help me cry out the stress, and laughing helps me laugh out the bad things in me. I like watch-
ing crime or law related movies because my dream is to become a lawyer. It stuns me to see how you 
can change the life of someone and help them find closure. I screenshot movies that seem interesting 
and binge watch them when I have time. (I even watched 20 movies in spring break) I believe that 
movies can help people go to a different world, live in a perspective of someone else, and I really 
recommend people to watch movies of their interest! 

Also, I like volunteering and helping people! I never miss any opportunity to help someone at school 
our outside. If we all help each other, we can improve the world in a good way. When you share goods, 
the goods come back to you in the future! Be nice! By Jian Hong and Vitaly Khon



HUMANS OF BFS
hidaya mansour



Hidaya Mansour
What I enjoy most about living in Busan is the weather. The weather in spring is warm and 
refreshing, while in the fall and winter it is the perfect time to turn the sit on and sit cozied up to
the television. I also enjoy going to Shinsege with my friends on the weekend.

By Neisha Priestly



HUMANS OF BFS
JIN KIM



Jin Kim
“My favorite genre of music is classical music. I choose classical over any other genre as classical 
musics calm me down. It helps me to relax after going through hard times. It’s a shame that my 
friends don’t like classical music. I hope my friends will respect my choice of music one day. My 
favorite musician is Frédéric Chopin. My favorite music from him is ‘Ballade no. 5’.”

By David Lee



HUMANS OF BFS
John Daniel Dapilloza



John Daniel Dapilloza
“What I like BFS are the students, they are nice, the teaching technique of the teachers are great, 
and the wifi is so fast. When I first came here, I was anxious and rarely talked to my classmates but 
the second year, I felt a little bit comfortable and talked to my classmates (what interest us the 
most like COC and anime).”

By Tony Ha



HUMANS OF BFS
Miriam Tegnander



Miriam Tegnander
Living in foreign countries has changed my perspective because it has shown me other people's 
perspectives and other culture's perspective. I think that living in Norway has changed my 
perspective on countries accepting refugees and how a country should take care of the refugees 
it has admitted into the country. Living in Korea has changed my perspective on how it is to be a 
foreigner in a country and how to adapt to a completely new culture. Korea has also changed the 
way I see the relationship between the older and the younger generations. Korea has taught me a 
lot about being humble and being open to differing views on life.

By Neisha Priestly
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Ms. Megan Boyle 



Ms. Megan Boyle
“My favorite part about BFS is the community and the people. The students are hardworking, 
respectful, and kind, and it is a joy to work with them every day. Sometimes, I can't believe how 
diligent they are and how much they want to improve. It brings me great happiness. Additionally, 
the teachers are an amazing, supportive community of peers that make going to work and dealing 
with the stress of teaching so much easier. I don't know what I would do without them .In the 
states, I worked with kids who did not have a lot of support or resources at home. Subsequently, 
those kids did not really invest in their education the same way kids at BFS do. The students here 
are extremely hardworking and want to achieve. It is inspiring.My goals for this year are to read a 
lot of books over the summer that AREN'T for school, and to learn a lot from my AP Literature 
training course! I also hope to continue traveling and seeing more of Asia. My favorite moments 
were:  dancing with Ms. Wiehe and Ms. Leland at Founder's Day, the prom, and watching Ms. Leland 
on the rides during the school trips to Everland and Caribbean Bay. I was sobbing because I was 
laughing so hard at her.”

By Tony Ha
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Neisha Priestly
“When I first heard I was going to be living in Korea I was very sad and upset. I felt that way 
because I knew I would be leaving all my friends in Australia and also my sports. As the time got 
closer I felt more excited because I was going to live in a completely different place so I had a 
chance to reset. I didn't really know much about Korea because I had never been and didn't really 
focus on social studies. I have really enjoyed living in Korea and am very thankful for the 
opportunity to live here. BFS is quite different from my old school since the classes are a lot 
smaller so you get more personal attention. At first I wasn't very excited to go back to Australia, 
but now I have accepted it and I have found things to look forward to when I go back to Australia. 
I will miss the people the most because they are what made this school feel special. A big shout 
out to Bini, Jane, and Arina.”

By Arina Khan
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Noah HONG



Noah Hong
I came to BFS, I think 10 years ago. In terms of changes, I think BFS did change quite a lot. Well, 
aside from the new building, which I surely like, the way teachers teach at BFS has changed a lot. 
Now, before I felt like classes were really textbook based, and sometimes it was not fun just sitting 
and listening to a teacher for the entire class.  

But like now, I guess we have a lot of group projects and teachers really encourage team building 
activities. Like we seat in the groups of four, and usually seats are assigned, so you know like you 
get to talk to different people and get to know them. I really enjoy team builders, and feel like they 
really helped me find new friends every year. 

I am senior this year and I am quite excited to go off to the university. I am going to the university 
in America, and I feel like university is going to open a lot of new opportunities for me. Yeah, 
people say like university is time students go partying and stuff, but personally I want to try living 
by myself and see how I do. At the university, I would like to join clubs, for instance I like playing 
League of Legends and I hope to find others who share my interest. My other goal is to probably 
excel in my classes and successfully graduate. 

My last comment is probably going to be, “THANK YOU BFS! And I WILL MISS YOU!” 



HUMANS OF BFS
Phoebe Lien 



Phoebe Lien
When I first came to BFS, I was very nervous and scared because I didn't know anyone. But on 
my first day of school, I remember that everyone was so welcoming and friendly. It was really 
nice to make new friends in an unfamiliar place. I am really glad to have moved here and made 
so many great friends. This year went by really fast and I really enjoyed it. I think I will be able to 
help new students, like me, to make new friends next year. 

By Anika Cho



HUMANS OF BFS
yuSHIN cho



Yushin Cho
First of all, I like the fact I am in my home country. This has allowed me to be more aware of my 
cultural background. I am also thrilled to be staying close to my family: dad, grandparents, cous-
ins.But more importantly,ever since I came to Korea, I was able to feel this sort of freedom that 
many people in California can't feel- I am trusted to what I think is right. I am able to go to places 
late at night, not having to be supervised.

By Neisha Priestly



HUMANS OF BFS
KEVIN LIM



Kevin Lim
What will you miss about BFS as a senior? 
I will miss the things that I can do as a high schooler such as field trips, lunch, recess, the teachers 
and high school prom. I will also miss my high school friends who supported me and made me 
laugh throughout my 2 years in BFS. I definitely have a lot good memories about BFS. I would love 
to attend this school again but it’s time for me to move on. 

By Andy Lee



HUMANS OF BFS
jee hyun park



Jee Hyun Park
BFS has inspired me to view my surroundings in a new perspective and to be aware of the cultural 
differences in our community. During my two years serving in NHS and as the Co-President of 
Volunteer Club, it has taught me the importance of enriching our diversity and learning about the 
values of giving back to others. I believe volunteering has become a huge part of my learning 
experience at BFS and I hope I can continue this life journey and inspire others to feel the same 
gratitude that I felt helping other people.

By Liheng Wang
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ESTHER lEE



Esther Lee
You’re graduating from Elementary. What are you looking forward to in Middle school?
I’m looking forward to get more friends and spend more time with them and study more to get 
strong grades. Also I’m looking forward to get good grades on my mathematics.

By Andy Lee



HUMANS OF BFS
CHARLIZE SANTOS



Charlize Santos
“Because BFS is a small school, we are big family so we can reach out to anyone and we can be 
comfortable with everyone so we can get help from each other and make more friends with 
each other.”



HUMANS OF BFS
oleg yuguy



Oleg Yuguy
“BFS is not a big school, but that makes it only better because everyone knows each other. This 
also makes it better for teachers to have a better relationship with the students which makes it 
easier and more fun to learn/teach.”



HUMANS OF BFS
maria yuguy



Maria Yuguy
“BFS makes me want to learn more, because I enjoy games from Mr. Z. His games are fun to 
learn. BFS is my favorite place to be, and my friends are funny. I love BFS!”



HUMANS OF BFS
Danica Dapilloza



Danica Dapilloza 
Danica Dapilloza is a new Grade 5 student at BFS this year. Because she likes to travel, Danica 
wants to be a flight attendant some day.  Danica says that she really likes the advanced way of 
teaching at BFS because it helps her build her communication skills. "I really like BFS because it is 
an amazing school, with amazing and supportive teachers. I really like the surroundings and 
designs of the school, especially the works from art class. BFS is also active and I like it because I 
really love to play sports."

By Danilla Dapilloza



HUMANS OF BFS
Rachel Jung



Rachel Jung
Once I'm in high school I'm excited to learn new things for example biology, Asian history, and 
more on. I am excited for the prom and High School field trip. Also, not only that, but once you 
go to High school there will be teachers that I haven't had the chance to meet before. So, from 
high school I get to meet and communicate with more teachers. Not only that, but I feel like high 
schoolers are more chilled out because they are more close to adults than the middle schoolers. 

By Jian Hong
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